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2014 Texas Area Season
Posted by Timwold - 04 Nov 2013 12:03
_____________________________________

It looks like PCA has 50% of the 2014 season posted and NASA has its complete schedule online as
well.  PCA will have 5 &quot;local&quot; races; March TWS, April COTA, May NOLA, October MSR
Cresson, and October Hallett.  There is some overlap with conflicting dates with NASA.

I think it would be a good thing for the series for people to communicate where they intend to race.  We
can try to maximize participants.  The local racers I know of are:

1. Todd Imwold

2. Steve Coomes

3. Greg Hutmacher

4. Mark Steele

5. Lisa Steele

6. Bill Georgas

7. Phil Hansen

8. Jose Avala (Austin)

9. Kevin Mitchell

10. Steve Coomes Rental Car

11. Chuck Frahm

Non locals who run in Texas

12. Chris Blazer

13. Julie Bailey

14. Terry Morris

15. Chris Blazer rental car

Who am I missing? 
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I intend to run the 5 PCA events and a few saturdays for local NASA events.

============================================================================

Re: 2014 Texas Area Season
Posted by hansoncuts - 27 Mar 2014 18:25
_____________________________________

Stephen 

We've talked and u know if there is anything I can do to help let me know. 

I have parts tires and stuff. We're also close enough we can meet and go over every thing or just have a
brew.

============================================================================

Re: 2014 Texas Area Season
Posted by cassell90 - 28 Mar 2014 05:58
_____________________________________

Phil - thanks, I appreciate your willingness to help a great deal!  I'm going to be at TWS with NASA in
April and hope to see you there.   I'm hopeful I can get out on track with you for some of the fall dates
and mix it up a little!  -Stephen

============================================================================

Re: 2014 Texas Area Season
Posted by cefrahm - 02 Jun 2014 18:35
_____________________________________

Bill,

I saw your car at the DE last weekend  and tried to find you.  I am planning on the Sept DE so maybe we
can zero in then.

First I me since Feb I had the car out . Felt pretty good but need to make the suspension mods. Do you
have a good shop that could do the work?   Also, really liked your car set up especially the dash. Who
makes it?

Regards, Chuck #22

============================================================================
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Re: 2014 Texas Area Season
Posted by bg993 - 03 Jun 2014 08:03
_____________________________________

Chuck,

Sorry I missed you!  I kept wanting to track you down (I saw your car), but I was pretty busy!  The dash
came from a guy in FL (CCP Fabrication), I bought it on ebay.  For the suspension work, I did my own
install, and then had it aligned at RAC Performance.  Let's catch up live, my mobile number is
214.364.7483.

Bill

============================================================================
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